Systematic distortions of auditory space perception following prolonged exposure to broadband noise.
Perceptual distortions referred to as aftereffects may arise following exposure to an adapting sensory stimulus. The study of aftereffects has a long and distinguished history [Kohler and Wallach, Proc. Am. Philos. Soc. 88, 269-359 (1944)] and a range of aftereffects have been well described in sensory modalities such as the visual system [Barlow, in Vision: Coding and Efficiency (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1990)]. In the visual system these effects have been interpreted as evidence for a population of cells or channels specific for certain features of a stimulus. However there has been relatively little work examining auditory aftereffects, particularly in respect of spatial location. In this study we have examined the effects of a stationary adapting noise stimulus on the subsequent auditory localization in the vicinity of the adapting stimulus. All human subjects in this study were trained to localize short bursts of noise in a darkened anechoic environment. Adaptation was achieved by presenting 4 min of continuous noise at the start of each block of trials and was maintained by a further 15-s noise burst between each trial. The adapting stimulus was located either directly in front of the subject or 30 degrees to the right of the midline. Subjects were required to determine the location of noise burst stimuli (150 ms) in the proximity of the adapting stimulus following each interstimulus period of adaptation. Results demonstrated that following adaptation there was a general radial displacement of perceived sound sources away from the location of the adapting stimulus. These data are more consistent with a channel-based or place-based process of sound localization rather than a simple level-based adaptation model. A simple "distribution shift" model that assumes an array of overlapping spatial channels is advanced to explain the psychophysical data.